Hartwick (2-5-4, 0-1-3) -vs- Hamilton (6-2-3, 3-2-3)  
10/11/2023 at Clinton, N.Y. (Love Field)

**Goals By Period**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hartwick</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Scoring Summary**

- **07:20** HAR: Gianna Cacciola (Assist: Gianna Cacciola)
  - Description: GOAL by HAR Cacciola, Gianna.
- **27:42** HAM: Maddie Ledbury (Assist: Carly McMahon)
  - Description: GOAL by HAM Ledbury, Maddie Assist by McMahon, Carly.
- **87:36** HAM: Emma Kelesoglu (Assist: Erin Rayhill, Lauren Hanna)
  - Description: GOAL by HAM Kelesoglu, Emma Assist by Rayhill, Erin and Hanna, Lauren.

**Cautions and Ejections:** There were no penalties in this game.
Play By Play

Time | Team | Play
--- | --- | ---
00:00 | HAM | Robinson, Clare at goalie for Hamilton
00:00 | HAR | Ardito, Bayleigh at goalie for Hartwick
02:26 | HAM | Foul on Basel, Leah.
03:01 | HAM | Corner kick [03:01].
03:26 | HAM | Shot by HAM Rayhill, Erin, bottom right, saved by Ardito, Bayleigh.
06:44 | HAM | Corner kick [06:44].
07:20 | HAR | GOAL by HAR Cacciola, Gianna.
07:55 | HAM | Shot by HAM Zubarak, Olivia, out right.
08:16 | HAM | Corner kick [08:16].
10:01 | HAM | Corner kick [10:01].
10:43 | HAM | Corner kick [10:43].
11:30 | HAR | HAR substitution: Byrne, Grace for Slavitsky, Nelle.
12:16 | HAM | Shot by HAM Gillis, Taryn.
12:33 | HAM | Foul on Morelli, Tori.
16:03 | HAM | Shot by HAM Hanna, Lauren, bottom center, saved by Ardito, Bayleigh.
17:04 | HAM | HAR substitution: Douglass, Abby for Sullivan, Daisy.
17:04 | HAM | HAR substitution: Morrow, Olivia for Hanna, Lauren.
17:04 | HAM | HAR substitution: Ledbury, Maddie for Gillis, Taryn.
17:04 | HAR | HAR substitution: Bono, Julia for Miner, Riley.
18:24 | HAR | HAR substitution: Manning, Ryan for Morelli, Tori.
19:06 | HAM | Shot by HAM Manning, Ryan, out top right.
20:04 | HAM | Shot by HAM Rayhill, Erin, out left.
20:41 | HAM | Shot by HAM Morrow, Olivia, out left.
24:24 | HAR | Foul on Byrne, Grace.
24:53 | HAM | Shot by HAM Douglass, Abby.
25:08 | HAM | Shot by HAM Grossman, Kelly, out top.
25:49 | HAM | Shot by HAM Rayhill, Erin.
25:54 | HAM | Corner kick [25:54].
26:20 | HAM | Shot by HAM McMahon, Carly.
27:30 | HAR | Foul on McCleary, Abigail.
27:42 | HAM | GOAL by HAM Ledbury, Maddie Assist by McMahon, Carly.

Hartwick 1, Hamilton 1

27:58 | HAM | Foul on Buck, Maddie.
32:04 | HAR | HAR substitution: Santos, Nicasia for McGuire, Madi.
34:40 | HAM | HAR substitution: Yee, Jess for Rayhill, Erin.
34:40 | HAR | HAR substitution: Groff, Reilly for Cacciola, Gianna.
34:40 | HAR | HAR substitution: Rommer, Anabel for Mierek, Jenna.
37:57 | HAR | HAR substitution: Johnston, Myah for Bono, Julia.
43:26 | HAR | HAR substitution: Franza, Sydney for Byrne, Grace.
43:49 | HAM | Foul on Manning, Ryan.
44:44 | HAR | Foul on Landry, Dahlia.
44:59 | HAM | Shot by HAM Buck, Maddie, bottom right, saved by Ardito, Bayleigh.
45:00 | 0 | End of period [45:00].
45:00 | 0 | Start of 2nd period [45:00].

FOR HAR: #0 Ardito, Bayleigh, #2 McCleary, Abigail, #3 Irizarry, Trinity, #5 Defayette, Mia, #23 Mierek, Jenna, #17 Cacciola, Gianna, #12 Giustino, Stella, #9 McGuire, Madi, #29 Johnston, Myah, #20 Landry, Dahlia, #26 Rowley, Stella.
45:00 | HAR | FOR HAM: #0 Robinson, Clare, #20 Douglass, Abby, #22 Moses, Katie, #8 Morrow, Olivia, #5 McMahon, Carly, #13 Buck, Maddie, #17 Yee, Jess, #10 Ledbury, Maddie, #12 Flood, Sarah, #27 Polsky, Shanya, #4 Manning, Ryan.
45:00 | HAM | HAR substitution: Moses, Katie for McCreery, Evie.
45:00 | HAR | HAR substitution: Mierek, Jenna for Franza, Sydney.
45:00 | HAR | HAR substitution: Cacciola, Gianna for Santos, Nicasia.
45:00 | HAR | HAR substitution: McGuire, Madi for Groff, Reilly.
46:07 HAR Foul on Mierek, Jenna.
46:59 HAM Shot by HAM Ledbury, Maddie, bottom center, saved by Ardito, Bayleigh.
49:46 HAR Shot by HAR Johnston, Myah.
53:23 HAM HAM substitution: Grossman, Kelly for Buck, Maddie.
53:23 HAM HAM substitution: Roth, Sarah for Yee, Jess.
53:23 HAM HAM substitution: Rayhill, Erin for Manning, Ryan.
54:22 HAR Foul on Landry, Dahlia.
54:44 HAM Shot by HAM Rayhill, Erin.
54:55 HAM Shot by HAM Ledbury, Maddie.
56:05 HAM Shot by HAM Flood, Sarah, bottom left, saved by Ardito, Bayleigh.
56:56 HAM Corner kick [56:56].
57:48 HAR Corner kick [57:48].
58:06 HAR HAR substitution: Slavitsky, Nelle for Landry, Dahlia.
59:52 HAR Foul on McGuire, Madi.
60:15 HAM Shot by HAM Grossman, Kelly, out left.
60:30 HAM HAM substitution: Sullivan, Daisy for Morrow, Olivia.
60:52 HAM Shot by HAM Rayhill, Erin, out top right.
63:02 HAM HAM substitution: Zubarik, Olivia for Moses, Katie.
63:02 HAR HAR substitution: Byrne, Grace for Mierek, Jenna.
63:02 HAR HAR substitution: Rommer, Anabel for McGuire, Madi.
64:12 HAM Shot by HAM Zubarik, Olivia, bottom center, saved by Ardito, Bayleigh.
65:09 HAR HAM substitution: Groff, Reilly for Cacciola, Gianna.
65:09 HAR HAM substitution: Franza, Sydney for Johnston, Myah.
67:23 HAM Shot by HAM Zubarik, Olivia, out top left.
68:09 HAM HAM substitution: Morrow, Olivia for Roth, Sarah.
69:52 HAM HAM substitution: Morelli, Tori for Basel, Leah.
69:52 HAM HAM substitution: Hanna, Lauren for Sullivan, Daisy.
70:57 HAM Shot by HAM Morelli, Tori.
71:58 HAM Shot by HAM Hanna, Lauren, bottom center, saved by Ardito, Bayleigh.
74:29 HAR HAR substitution: Mierek, Jenna for Groff, Reilly.
74:29 HAR HAR substitution: Miner, Riley for Rommer, Anabel.
74:29 HAR HAR substitution: Santos, Nicasia for Slavitsky, Nelle.
74:47 HAM Foul on Hanna, Lauren.
75:53 HAM Shot by HAM Rayhill, Erin, right woodwork.
76:36 HAR Shot by HAR Mierek, Jenna, top, saved by Robinson, Clare.
78:46 HAM HAM substitution: Gillis, Taryn for Ledbury, Maddie.
78:46 HAM HAM substitution: Kelesoglu, Emma for Flood, Sarah.
79:21 HAM Foul on Morelli, Tori.
80:15 HAM Shot by HAM Rayhill, Erin, bottom right, saved by Ardito, Bayleigh.
80:57 HAR HAR substitution: Johnston, Myah for Franza, Sydney.
80:57 HAR HAR substitution: Rowley, Stella for Santos, Nicasia.
81:35 HAM Shot by HAM Morrow, Olivia, bottom center, saved by Ardito, Bayleigh.
82:32 HAM HAM substitution: Moses, Katie for Zubarik, Olivia.
83:02 HAM Corner kick [83:02].
86:16 HAM Shot by HAM Grossman, Kelly, out top left.
87:02 HAR Foul on Miner, Riley.
87:36 HAM GOAL by HAM Kelesoglu, Emma Assist by Rayhill, Erin and Hanna, Lauren.

**Hartwick 1, Hamilton 2**

88:21 HAM Shot by HAM Rayhill, Erin, bottom left, saved by Ardito, Bayleigh.
89:04 HAM Offside against Hamilton.
90:00 0 End of period [90:00].